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Blake Morgan is a law firm with exceptional talent and leading lawyers working 
across southern England and Wales. It has a highly skilled workforce with 130 
partners and 1000 staff, giving clients access to a great depth of skills and 
experience.

At its offices in London, Style worked with architects, Roger Bannister Design, and 
Overbury as the contractor to create a flexible room configuration incorporating two 
DORMA MDORMA Moveo acoustic glass moveable wall systems and two Skyfold vertically 
rising, fully automatic, acoustic operable walls.

The Moveo glass systems run the length of the room, creating a corridor when both 
are in place giving the law firm two very large meeting areas either side, each with 
pass door access.

At the push of a button, the Skyfolds help turn the floor space into 4 smaller meeting 
rooms when lowered from the ceiling cavity. Each system has automatic seals that 
gigive them their outstanding acoustic integrity.

“Blake Morgan chose these moveable wall systems after coming to our London 
showroom with the architect and contractor to see these walls in action, appreciate
the acoustic performance and discuss their requirements,” said Julian Sargent, Style’s 
group managing director. “The end result is a prime example of how you can use 
moveable partitioning wall systems to create an incredible amount of flexibility in 
the way you utilise office space.”

““All sorts of configurations can be created with ease and speed, from an expansive 
and completely open plan area through to 4 small meeting rooms, with further 
options in between. For example, Blake Morgan can run 2 small meetings with a 
large breakout area, host 2 conferences with a corridor in between, or have 4 
meetings running concurrently.

“And because of the exceptional 50dB Rw acoustics of DORMA’s glazed system, 
and 51dB Rw for the Skyfolds, meetings can be held in complete privacy.”
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